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ABSTRACT

Determining reliable distances to classical novae is a challenging but crucial step in deriving their ejected masses and explosion energetics. Here we combine radio expansion measurements from the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array with velocities derived from optical spectra to estimate an expansion parallax for nova V959 Mon, the first nova discovered through its \( \gamma \)-ray emission. We spatially resolve the nova at frequencies of 4.5–36.5 GHz in nine different imaging epochs. The first five epochs cover the expansion of the ejecta from 2012 October to 2013 January, while the final four epochs span 2014 February to 2014 May. These observations correspond to days 126 through 199 and days 615 through 703 after the first detection of the nova. The images clearly show a non-spherical ejecta geometry. Utilizing ejecta velocities derived from 3D modelling of optical spectroscopy, the radio expansion implies a distance between 0.9 ± 0.2 and 2.2 ± 0.4 kpc, with a most probable distance of 1.4 ± 0.4 kpc. This distance implies a \( \gamma \)-ray luminosity much less than the prototype \( \gamma \)-ray-detected nova, V407 Cyg, possibly due to the lack of a red giant companion in the V959 Mon system. V959 Mon also has a much lower \( \gamma \)-ray luminosity than other classical novae detected in \( \gamma \)-rays to date, indicating a range of at least a factor of 10 in the \( \gamma \)-ray luminosities for these explosions.

Subject headings: white dwarfs — novae, cataclysmic variables — stars: individual (V959 Mon) — gamma-rays — radio continuum

1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of a \( \gamma \)-ray transient coincident with the 2010 nova event in V407 Cyg was a source of much excitement and surprise for the nova and \( \gamma \)-ray communities alike (Abdo et al. 2010). Although MeV \( \gamma \)-rays produced by nuclear decay in nova ejecta have been predicted for many years (e.g., Hernanz 2013 and references therein), GeV emission from novae, as detected with Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT; Atwood et al. 2009), had received little attention prior to the event in V407 Cyg (with the notable exception of Tatischeff & Hernanz 2007). Abdo et al. (2010) suggested that a blast wave driven into the wind from the Mira giant companion accelerated particles to relativistic speeds and produced \( \gamma \)-rays through either leptonic or hadronic secondary interaction. In follow-up work exploring the X-ray properties of V407 Cyg, Nelson et al. (2012) also claimed that the presence of a red giant companion was the primary characteristic of the system responsible for generating such a \( \gamma \)-ray event and efficient acceleration of particles. They predicted that \( \gamma \)-ray emission from novae would be very rare, as most systems have main sequence (MS) donors (see also Li et al. 2011).

It did not take long for nature to prove this prediction incorrect. In 2012, the Fermi-LAT detected two new transients that were spatially coincident with novae. The association of Fermi J1750-3243 with the nova V1324 Sco was made within a few weeks of the outburst (Cheung et al. 2012a). However, the nature of \( \gamma \)-ray transient FGL J0639+0548 remained a mystery for several months after discovery (Cheung et al. 2012b), because its proximity to the sun prevented follow-up by optical observers. When the region became optically observable a few months after \( \gamma \)-ray detection, a nova was discovered at the location of the Fermi transient (Cheung et al. 2012c). Thus V959 Mon was the first nova discovered in the \( \gamma \)-rays. In 2013, the two naked-eye visible novae V339 Del and V1369 Cen joined the collection of novae detected in \( \gamma \)-rays (Hays et al. 2013, Cheung et al. 2013, Ackermann et al. 2014).

The novae V1324 Sco, V959 Mon, V339 Del, and V1369 Cen do not show evidence of an evolved companion (Greimel et al. 2012; Wagner et al. 2012; Darnley et al. 2013; Schaefer et al. 2014), making them very different from V407 Cyg. Greimel et al. discuss the identification of the likely progenitor of V959 Mon in images obtained as part of the IPHAS survey (Drew et al. 2004). They find only a faint source (\( r \approx 17.9 \) mag) at the location of the nova, which is too faint to be associated with a giant star within the Milky Way. Furthermore, no spectral signatures of an evolved
companion (e.g., molecular bands of TiO and VO) were observed in the spectra obtained during outburst. X-ray observations (e.g., Orio & Pa 2012, Osborne et al. 2013) indicated the companion star was partially eclipsing and had an orbital period of 7.1 hours. The 7.1 hour periodicity was also observed at optical wavelengths (e.g., Wagner et al. 2013, Hambsch et al. 2013, Munari et al. 2013). Page et al. (2013) observed V959 Mon with X-ray, ultraviolet, and near-infrared instruments and concluded that the companion star was a near-main-sequence star.

In fact, other than the γ-ray detections themselves, no property of V1324 Sco, V339 Del, V1369 Cen, or V959 Mon is particularly unusual compared to other novae, although V339 Del and V1369 Cen were quite bright in the optical. A large number of other novae have been optically discovered since the launch of Fermi, yet none of these have been detected as a γ-ray source (Ackermann et al. 2014). An obvious question therefore arises—why did V959 Mon, V1324 Sco, and V339 Del produce bright γ-ray emission while others did not?

One possibility, as suggested by Ackermann et al. (2014), is that V959 Mon and other γ-ray-detected novae are unusually nearby compared with the general population of novae. Accurate distances to novae are notoriously difficult to determine. The velocity of absorption systems in the interstellar medium can be measured from low-excitation lines like the Na D doublet, and can be used to place limits on the distance to the nova; however, this method has yet to be extensively tested and relies on knowledge of gas motions in the Galaxy. In the case of V959 Mon, Na I D absorption (e.g., Munari & Zwitter 1997) yields a distance estimate of $1 \lesssim d \lesssim 2$ kpc (Munari et al. 2013). Shore et al. (2013) put V959 Mon at a distance of 3.6 kpc by comparing its UV spectra to that of V1974 Cyg. Santangelo et al. (2013) used the maximum magnitude/rate of decline (MMRD) relationship (e.g., Downes & Duerbeck 2000) to get a distance of 3.5 kpc. However, the MMRD relation is plagued by significant uncertainty (e.g., Kasliwal et al. 2011; Cao et al. 2012), and at any rate requires observations of the true optical peak (certainly not measured for V959 Mon). Both the UV spectroscopic and MMRD method rely on several assumptions about the nova and are subject to significant uncertainties.

The distance to a nova can be directly determined if the ejecta are spatially resolved while still optically thick, and the measured angular expansion rate is compared with the physical expansion velocity (e.g., Woudt et al. 2009). The velocity is typically derived from measurements of the width of optical emission lines (e.g., Slavin et al. 1995), although infrared forbidden lines have occasionally been used (e.g., Lyke & Campbell 2009). In the optical, the expansion parallax measurements are difficult because the morphology of the ejecta is not always well-understood (e.g., Wade et al. 2004) and novae rapidly become optically thin at optical wavelengths (e.g., Downes & Duerbeck 2000). Novae remain optically thick at radio wavelengths for much longer—sometimes
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**Figure 1.** Selected images of nova V959 Mon over the course of the 2012-2013 VLA A-configuration campaign. Left-hand column: 126 days from Fermi detection. Middle column: 157 days after Fermi detection. Right-hand column: 199 days after Fermi detection. Contour levels are -0.0004, 0.0004, 0.0008, 0.0016, 0.0032, 0.0064, 0.0128, and 0.0256 Jy/beam in all images. The field of view for all image is 0.66 arcsec in RA by 0.954 arcsec in DEC. The synthesized beams are shown by the gray ellipse in the bottom left of each image.
months. Radio emission in novae is produced primarily by thermal free-free emission from the ionized ejecta (Seaquist & Bode 2008). The ejecta can be resolved with radio interferometers over time baselines which are sufficient to measure and confirm the expansion rate. This expansion parallax technique has been used at radio wavelengths to determine distances to classical novae QU Vul (Taylor et al. 1987) and V407 Cas (Eyres et al. 2000), recurrent nova RS Oph (Rupen et al. 2008), and symbiotic nova HM Sagittae (Eyres et al. 1995).

An additional complication in determining the expansion parallax is introduced when the ejecta is not spherically symmetric. While the radio light curves of many novae have been shown to agree well with an expanding spherical shell (e.g., Hjellming 1996), it is well-known that many novae are not so simple (e.g., Woudt et al. 2009; Chomiuk et al. 2014b). Recent development in modelling have resulted in new non-spherical models for the novae ejecta (e.g., Ribeiro et al. 2013; Ribeiro et al. 2014). These non-spherical models allow for a more complicated velocity profile and can be compared with observations to determine the correct velocity to use for the expansion parallax calculation.

A subset of the resolved radio images of V959 Mon obtained with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) images were first presented in Chomiuk et al. (2014c). The nova shows evidence of two components: a denser, slower moving torus of material in the orbital plane of the binary, and a faster and more diffuse outflow with a bipolar shape. The γ-rays are thought to originate from the interaction of the two flows (Chomiuk et al. 2014b).

In this paper, we present observational data from the VLA A-configuration campaigns in 2012 and 2013. We use the images to derive an expansion parallax distance to the source. We present our observations and data analysis techniques in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the models used to determine the ejecta velocity profile and compare them with observations. In Section 4, we use the evolution of the radial extent of the radio emitting ejecta to derive a distance to the source. We discuss the observed properties of the source, and the implication of our derived distance on the γ-ray luminosity, in Section 5. Final conclusions are presented in Section 6. Throughout the paper, we assume that the start of the outburst $t_0 = 56097$ (MJD), i.e. the date of the first detection of γ-rays associated with the source (Ackermann et al. 2014).

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

VLA radio observations of V959 Mon began soon after the discovery of the γ-ray transient, as part of a program to follow up on new Fermi-LAT transients (NRAO Program S4322). We then began observing the source after the discovery of its optical counterpart in 2012 August as part of the E-Nova Project (NRAO Program 12B-375). In this article, we concentrate on the high-frequency data obtained while the VLA was operating in its extended A configuration during two time periods: 2012 October to 2013 January and 2014 February to 2014 May. A more comprehensive discussion of the entire observing campaign, including analysis of the complete light curve and spectral evolution of V959 Mon, is given in Chomiuk et al. (2014b).

We obtained images of V959 Mon in Ku (12–18 GHz) and Ka (26.5–40 GHz) bands in seven A-configuration epochs. We also obtained images in C-band (4–8 GHz) in all A-configuration epochs, but the nova was resolved in only the final 2 epochs. The data were acquired with 2 GHz of bandwidth split between two independently tunable 1-GHz-wide basebands.

The Ku- and Ka-band exposure times were ~10–15 min on source in each receiver band, but V959 Mon exhibited such high flux densities that excellent signal-to-noise ratios were obtained in this time during the first 5 epochs (Table 1). We used the source J0643+0857 as the gain calibrator and carried out absolute flux density and bandpass calibration using 3C147. Referenced pointing scans were used to ensure accurate pointing; pointing solutions were obtained on both the flux calibrator and gain calibrator, and the pointing solution from the gain calibrator was subsequently applied to our observations of V959 Mon. Fast switching was used between the gain calibrator and V959 Mon with a cycle time of 1.5–2 minutes.

The C-band exposure times for the final two epochs were ~22 minutes on source. The source J0632+1022 was used as the gain calibrator, while 3C147 was again used for absolute flux density and bandpass calibration.

Data reduction for all epochs and frequencies was carried out using standard routines in AIPS[11]. The calibrated data were split into their two basebands, thereby providing two frequency points per receiver band. Images were made using Difmap (Shepard 1997), an imaging software package specifically for radio interferometry. V959 Mon was bright enough during the 2012-2013 set of A-configuration observations for full phase and amplitude self-calibration to be carried out. During the 2014 set of observations, the nova had become so dim that only phase self-calibration was possible.

During the 2012-2013 campaign, V959 Mon was clearly resolved at 13.5 to 36.5 GHz (see Figure 1), with 1–3 synthesized beams across it (depending on the frequency and epoch). V959 Mon was imaged at significance levels of >100σ per synthesized beam. The position angles of the fitted Gaussian were consistent with one another and distinct from the position angle of the synthesized beams. In the 2012-10-23 (day 126) observations, the ejecta displayed very similar deconvolved sizes at the four higher frequencies (13.5 GHz to 36.5 GHz), despite very different native resolutions. Later on, the major axis measurements diverged across frequencies in a systematic way (see Section 4 for further discussion), while the minor axis measurements continued to be consistent at all four frequencies.

For the 2012-2013 observations, the flux density of V959 Mon was measured by fitting a 2-D Gaussian to the imaged source with the task JMFIT in AIPS. The width and position angle of the Gaussian is allowed to vary, and the angular dimension of V959 Mon are found by deconvolving the synthesized beam from the fitted Gaussian. We also record the integrated flux density of the Gaussian, and the flux density error from JMFIT. Our results are presented in Table 1. The 2014 observations were too complex to be fit by a single component. Single 2-D Gaussian fits provide simple, first-order estimates of the...

changing dimensions of V959 Mon, although the source is not perfectly described with this profile form. To better model a bipolar structure, we used Difmap to model the source in the \((u,v)\) plane using two elliptical Gaussian components. Modelling the source in the \((u,v)\) plane is often preferable to modelling in the image plane because the \((u,v)\) data are not convolved with the restoring beam and are not influenced by the choice of weighting (robust, natural, uniform, etc.) for producing an image. These two-component models produced better (lower reduced chi-square and smaller rms in the image) fits to the data than single-component models in all of the first five epochs. The Difmap modelfit procedure consistently placed the two components at either side of the nova in the east-west direction. This gives us two points per observation to with which to measure the north-south extent of the nova ejecta (see Figure 2). For the remainder of the paper, we refer to these two-component 2-D Gaussian models as the “Difmap models”.

The 2014 A-configuration campaign revealed stark changes in the morphology of the nova ejecta. The nova went from being brightest along the east-west axis to being brightest along the north-south axis (see Figure 3). Also, the source had become so diffuse that it was resolved out at Ka-band (28.2 and 36.5 GHz). Applying a taper to the Ka-band data produced images similar to those at Ku-band (13.5 and 17.4 GHz). While the Ka-band observations were resolved out, the C-band (7.4 GHz) images were finally nicely resolved.

3. SHAPE MODELS OF 2012-2013 DATA

Various studies found evidence for a bipolar morphology in V959 Mon (e.g., O’Brien et al. 2012, Shore et al. 2013). Ribeiro et al. (2013) applied SHAPE (Version 5; Steffen et al. 2011) to replicate the [O III] emission lines from V959 Mon in order to determine the morphology and system parameters. At optical wavelengths, the SHAPE models were applied assuming an optically thin morphology, appropriate for the [O III] emission lines. They determined a maximum ejecta velocity of 2400 ± 30 km s\(^{-1}\), an inclination angle of 82°, and a “squeeze” (1 minus the ratio of the minimum extent to maximum extent) of 0.8. In other words, the largest extent of the nova ejecta is 5 times the size of the minimum extent. Also from Ribeiro et al. (2013), the maximum extent along the north-south axis was assumed to be one-half the extent along the east-west axis. Shore et al. (2013) predicted a similar morphology based on their spectroscopic modelling.

For this paper, we created models of the radio emission in SHAPE using the values determined from Ribeiro et al. 2013.
ejecta, and we assume it was still optically thick at this time and frequency.

The ejecta was modelled on days 126, 157, and 199 after explosion, and at frequencies of 13.6 and 36.5 GHz. Models were created with ejecta masses of $1 \times 10^{-3} M_\odot$, $5 \times 10^{-5} M_\odot$, $1 \times 10^{-4} M_\odot$, $5 \times 10^{-4} M_\odot$, and $1 \times 10^{-3} M_\odot$. Models with higher ejecta masses remained optically thick for longer. The ejecta was assumed to have a filling factor of 1. The models initially assumed a distance of 1 kpc to match the minimum expected distance from Munari et al. (2012). Later, the models were adapted in both pixel scale and flux density to correspond to a distance of 2 kpc, the maximum expected distance from Munari et al. (2012). See Figure 4 for examples of the SHAPE models. It must be noted that the optical spectroscopic observations used to determine the morphology in Ribeiro et al. (2013) were made on 2012 October 29, 13 days after Fermi detection. This is close to our first high-resolution VLA observation on 2012 October 23, but not simultaneous. The maximum ejecta velocity was determined from 8 optical spectroscopic observations between day 63 and day 193, again not exactly simultaneous with VLA observations but close. In principle, the morphology of the ejecta should be set once the material has cleared the orbit of the secondary star, and it should expand at a roughly constant rate from that point. There is no strong evidence for a deceleration in the [O III] spectra, especially after day 133 (Ribeiro et al. 2013). However, there is the possibility that the ejecta underwent some deceleration which we have not taken into account. Furthermore, the [O III] observed in the optical is not necessarily the material emitting at radio wavelengths and traces a relatively low density outer region of the ejecta (Ribeiro et al. 2013). Therefore, careful comparisons between the radio SHAPE models built here and the radio observations are necessary to ensure that the two agree reasonably well.

To compare the radio SHAPE models with observations, the models were convolved with the VLA restoring beam for the appropriate day and frequency. Next, the models were scaled such that the peak flux density value in the model image matched the peak in the observed image. This removes the effect of distance from the model images flux densities and allows for the direct comparison of structure between models and observations. Residual images were created by subtracting the scaled models from the observed images. Figures 5 and 6 show the residual maps with the radio SHAPE models at a distance of 1 kpc and 2 kpc, respectively. The flux scale is the same for all residual images at a given frequency. These images from the first A-configuration campaign represent a time when the nova ejecta were still largely optically thick.

From the residuals, it is apparent that the radio SHAPE models do a fair job of matching the observations at 13.5 GHz.

Figure 3. Selected images of nova V959 Mon over the course of the 2014 VLA A-configuration campaign. 2014-02-24 is 615 days after Fermi detection, 2014-04-26 is 676 days, 2014-05-03 is 683 days, and 2014-05-22 is 703 days. Contour levels are -0.0001, 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0004, 0.0008, 0.0016, 0.0032, 0.0064, 0.0128, and 0.0256 Jy/beam in all images. All images are 1 arcsec square. The restoring beam is shown by the gray ellipse in the lower left of each image.
and Nelson et al. 2014). Optical depth scales as \( \propto f^4 \) and better match the observations due to the fact that high frequency diffuse ejecta to remain optically thin longer for this nova. Such a filling factor would allow the high density.

Figure 4. Examples of the SHAPE models for V959 Mon. The field of view is the same for all images. The flux scales are the same for a given frequency with white indicating higher radio flux density.

GHz, but they do not match very well at 36.5 GHz. The high frequency models become optically thin faster than the observations, especially in the east-west direction. This is an indication that the ejecta are not perfectly smooth, but have some clumping. Shore et al. (2013) indicated that a filling factor \( f \) of 0.1 was appropriate for this nova. Such a filling factor would allow the high frequency diffuse ejecta to remain optically thin longer and better match the observations due to the fact that optical depth scales as \( \tau \propto f^{-0.5} \) (e.g., Heywood 2004, and Nelson et al. 2014).

Also, note from Figure 4 that all models with a distance of 2 kpc, except for the highest mass 13.5 GHz model for day 126, appear to be smaller than the observed images. We therefore conclude that the true distance to the nova is likely less than 2 kpc.

4. DISTANCE DERIVED FROM 2012-2013 OBSERVATIONS

As discussed in Section 2, we performed Difmap model-fitting on the VLA observations of the nova in the \((u,v)\) plane with two elliptical Gaussian components for each of the five observations during the 2012-2013 VLA A-configuration campaign. The Difmap model components show that the nova ejecta was expanding along both the east-west and north-south axes. However, the material at the edges of the north-south axis remained optically thick throughout the 2012-2013 A-configuration campaign while the material along the east-west axis became optically thin at the edges. We can see this as the Difmap model size along the east-west axis quickly became very dependent on observing frequency, but the north-south axis sizes remained consistent across all frequencies (see Figures 7 and 8).

The angular extent of the ejecta in the north-south direction was found using the Difmap models. First, a line was drawn between the centers of the two components. Then, the angular extent was calculated as \( 0.5 \times \) the total angular size perpendicular to this center line. We then fit the growth of the calculated angular heights with time via linear least squares to determine the expansion rate. The rates derived from the north-south axis fits are presented in Table 2. Note that the derived rates do not vary very strongly with the observing frequency. Also, the results for both components are similar despite the fact that they model independent areas of the ejecta.

In order to determine a distance to the nova V959 Mon with expansion parallax, we had to first determine the velocity of the ejecta. This proved quite difficult for these observations due to the changing optical depth along the east-west axis. We used the radio SHAPE models to esti-
mate the appropriate velocities, but the changing optical depth led to significant uncertainties in exactly which material was being modelled at radio frequencies. In order to address these uncertainties, we estimated the distance using two extremes in the possible velocity. From the optical SHAPE models from Ribeiro et al. (2014), the squeeze of 0.8 puts a lower limit on the expansion velocity of $0.2 \times$ the maximum velocity. This gives us a minimum north-south velocity of $480 \pm 60$ km s$^{-1}$. Also from the optical SHAPE models, because the maximum extent along the north-south axis was one-half the total extent along the east-west axis, the maximum velocity along the north-south axis is constrained to be $0.5 \times$ the maximum velocity. This gives a maximum north-south velocity of $1200 \pm 150$ km s$^{-1}$. It is most likely that the true north-south velocity of the ejecta at the position of the Difmap models was somewhere in between these two extremes, but these still put strong limits on the distance.

The distances were then calculated using

$$d = 5.78 \times 10^{-7} \frac{v}{\dot{\theta}}$$

(1)

where $d$ is the distance in kpc, $v$ is the ejecta expansion velocity in km s$^{-1}$ (assumed to be constant), and $\dot{\theta}$ is the north-south angular expansion rate of the radius in arcseconds day$^{-1}$. The distances calculated from these velocity estimates are presented in Table 2 and do not show a dependence on the observing frequency. The mean distance using a velocity of $480$ km s$^{-1}$ is $0.9 \pm 0.2$ kpc. The mean distance using a velocity of $1200$ km s$^{-1}$ is $2.2 \pm 0.4$ kpc. These distances agree well with the estimates by Munari et al. (2013), but even the upper limit
is significantly closer than what was used by Ackermann et al. (2014).

The rate of expansion in the north-south direction also provides weak evidence that the radio-emitting material did not begin its expansion until approximately a month after the first detection of the $\gamma$-rays. Note from Figures 2 and 5 that the fits to the expansion along both axes do not agree with expansion beginning at the time of discovery by Fermi. The fitted expansion rates for the east-west axis indicate that the expansion began before the nova was detected. However, this is simply due to the fact that the edges of the ejecta become optically thin and the emitting surface recedes as it expands. On the other hand, the fitted angular expansion rates for the north-south axis indicate that the expansion in the north-south direction did not begin until $\sim 25$ days after detection (see Table 2). Because the ejecta remains optically thick at the north-south edges, this delay may be real. It is also possible that acceleration is important during early times. However, given what is known about V959 Mon from Chomiuk et al. (2014b), it is also possible that this apparent stall is the time period when the binary is transferring energy to the nova envelope in a common-envelope-like event, culminating in the envelope gaining sufficient kinetic energy to escape the system (e.g., Livio et al 1990; Lloyd et al. 1997; Porter et al. 1998). The recurrent nova T Pyx showed similar behavior during its outburst in 2011 in both radio (Nelson et al. 2014) and X-rays (Chomiuk et al. 2014a). It is also interesting to note that analysis of the X-ray light-curve of V959 Mon indicates the $t_0$ for the $n_{10}$ decline occurs around 30 days after detection (Nelson et al., in prep). Because the $\gamma$-
rays from V959 Mon were detected during the first 21.5 days of the nova evolution (Ackermann et al. 2014), it seems likely that complex shock structures formed during this early interaction period.

5. DISTANCE DERIVED FROM 2014 OBSERVATIONS

Chomiuk et al. (2014b) explain the evolution of nova V959 Mon as relating to two ejecta components. The first component was denser, slower, and confined to the orbital plane of the binary system (the north-south direction). The second component was a faster moving, less dense flow which was “funnelled” by the denser material and constrained to expand in the polar direction (east-west). In the early stages of evolution, the fast polar flow remained optically thick and dominated the observed structure of the ejecta. This fast polar flow was what we modelled with SHAPE (in both the optical and radio) in Sections 3 and 4. An animation illustrating the evolution of optical depth in the fast component was presented in Figure 3 of the online version of Ribeiro et al. (2014)14. The slower component only became obvious when the nova was imaged during the 2014 VLA A-configuration campaign. As shown in Figure 3 particularly for the 13.5 GHz and 7.4 GHz images, the ejecta in the orbital plane remains visible and optically thick much longer than the fast material in the polar directions. Because this material is associated with the ‘pinched’ region at the very center of the ejecta, its velocity must be the minimum derived from the optical SHAPE model. That is, this material is moving at 480 km s\(^{-1}\). Therefore, the expansion parallax of these late time bright spots should provide the best estimate of the distance because we know the velocity to reasonably high certainty.

Unfortunately, because the material is significantly dimmer at such late times, and because it has become so diffuse, it is harder to image and has more uncertainty in its position. In fact, as mentioned in Section 2, the ejecta had become so diffuse that it was nearly completely resolved out at 28.2 and 36.5 GHz. Also, we only had two epochs per observing frequency during the 2014 A-configuration, so we are not able to reliably determine the expansion rate. Still, if we make some reasonable assumptions, we can calculate a most likely distance to the nova.

First, we assume that the material has been expanding since the nova was detected by Fermi. As mentioned in Section 3, the material may have started expanding about 25 days after expansion, but because these images were taken over 600 days after detection, an uncertainty of 25 days is only about 4%, which is much less than the uncertainty in the north-south angular extent of the ejecta. Second, we assume that the slow components have been expanding with a constant velocity of 480 ± 120 km s\(^{-1}\). The uncertainty in the velocity is twice as large as used in Section 4 in order to account for the fact that both the optical and radio SHAPE models did not expressively contain fast and slow components, but they nevertheless produce results similar to the observations (as demonstrated in Section 3).

Due to the diffuse nature of the ejecta, we were unable to determine the locations of the components by modelling in the \((u,v)\) plane with Difmap. Instead, we used the AIPS task JMFIT to determine the central location of the north and south components. Once the angular separations between the two components are known, the distance can be calculated using

\[
d = 1.155 \times 10^{-6} \frac{vt}{\Delta \theta}
\]  

where \(d\) is the distance in kpc, \(v\) is the expansion velocity of the ejecta in km s\(^{-1}\) with respect to the center of the nova, \(t\) is the time from Fermi detection in days, and \(\Delta \theta\) is the separation between the two components in arcseconds. The separations between the two components and the calculated distances are presented in Table 3. The mean distance from these calculations is 1.4 ± 0.4 kpc. This places the nova nicely in the middle of the lower and
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14 http://iopscience.iop.org/0004-637X/792/1/57/article
upper limits found in Section 4. It also agrees well with distance estimates based on Na I D absorption (Munari et al. 2013).

As an amusing side note, Chomiuk et al. (2012) used photometric parallax calculations to estimate the distance to V959 Mon based the 4.6 GHz flux density on 2012 September 1 (Day 74), using 2012 June 22 as Day 0, and assuming spherical symmetry, an expansion velocity of 2000 km s\(^{-1}\), and a temperature of 10\(^4\)K. Every single one of these assumptions was incorrect. The true Day 0 was 2012 June 19, so they assumed the ejecta had been expanding for 71 days instead of 74. The ejecta is clearly not spherical, which also means there is a large range in the expansion velocity. Finally, the temperature estimate was off by a factor of approximately 6.5. Amazingly, despite all of these glaring inaccuracies, they estimated the distance to be 1.4 kpc. Purely by chance, the assumptions were all wrong in exactly the right way in order to result in the correct distance. Clearly, such simplistic distance estimates should be treated with extreme caution.

To calculate the γ-ray luminosity of V959 Mon, Ackermann et al. (2014) used a distance of 3.6 kpc (based on UV spectral comparison to V1974 Cyg) which leads to a γ-ray luminosity of 3.7 × 10\(^{35}\) erg s\(^{-1}\). Even using our absolute upper limit (from Section 4) of 2.6 kpc, the luminosity would be 1.4 × 10\(^{35}\) erg s\(^{-1}\). Using our most probable distance of 1.4 kpc, we find the γ-ray luminosity is more likely to be approximately 0.6 × 10\(^{35}\) erg s\(^{-1}\). This is much less than the luminosity for the other γ-ray-detected novae, the lowest being V339 Del at 2.6 × 10\(^{35}\) erg s\(^{-1}\) and the highest being V1324 Sco at 8.6 × 10\(^{35}\) erg s\(^{-1}\) (Ackermann et al. 2014). However, it must be noted that the distances to these novae remain uncertain. However, we suspect that both V339 Del and V1324 Sco have larger distances than reported in Ackermann et al. (2014), leading to even larger γ-ray luminosities for these objects. In fact, using the distance to V339 Del of 4.54 kpc as reported by Schaefer et al. (2014), the γ-ray luminosity is closer to 3.0 × 10\(^{35}\) erg s\(^{-1}\). Work by Finzell et al. (in prep) also indicates that V1324 Sco is likely further away, and thus more luminous, than reported in Ackermann et al. (2014). This makes V959 Mon even more of a low-luminosity outlier than it already appears to be.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Using expansion parallax techniques and high-resolution radio imaging, we find that the distance to nova V959 Mon is between 0.9 ± 0.2 kpc and 2.2 ± 0.4 kpc, with a most probable distance of 1.4 ± 0.4 kpc. These results agree well with estimates of the distance based on Na I D absorption (Munari et al. 2013). Sophisticated 3-D radio models created with SHAPE based on optical spectroscopy constrain the expansion velocity of the ejecta. Comparison of the VLA images with the synthetic radio SHAPE images also indicate the nova is closer than 2.0 kpc.

Tracking the expansion of the ejecta in the radio images also indicates that the radio-emitting material may not have begun expanding until roughly 25 days after the nova was discovered by Fermi. This apparent “stall” time is suspiciously similar to the time when n\(_\gamma\) declines occur in the X-ray observations (~30 days; Nelson et al., in prep), and the total time that V959 Mon was detected by Fermi (21.5 days; Ackermann et al. 2014). As proposed in Chomiuk et al. (2014), it is likely that during the first 25 days the nova was in a common-envelope-like phase where complex shock structures formed and led to both synchrotron and γ-ray emission. Interestingly, the infrared interferometric observations of another Fermi-detected nova, V339 Del, from Schaefer et al. (2014) also shows a sudden increase in expansion rate around 30 days after initial detection. It is possible that many (and perhaps all) novae undergo this common-envelope-like phase during the first month of their evolution.

The morphology of other Fermi-detected classical novae (i.e., novae without a giant companion) are still largely unknown (e.g., Schaefer et al. 2014; Ackermann et al. 2014). Further modelling and observations are needed to investigate if they are mostly bipolar in shape like V959 Mon, or perhaps a simpler spherical shape. However, in the case of a spherical shape, it is difficult to explain where the γ-rays would originate without a multi-phase ejection model that produces internal shocks. Also, if the common-envelope-like phase is as ubiquitous as we suspect, nearly all classical novae should have complicated bipolar shapes (e.g., Lloyd et al. 1997; Porter et al. 1998). Any apparent spherically-shaped nova may simply be due to the orientation with respect to our line-of-sight.

Using our calculated distance to V959 Mon of 1.4 kpc, the γ-ray luminosity is approximately 0.6 × 10\(^{35}\) erg s\(^{-1}\). This is much lower than the other three Fermi-detected novae presented in Ackermann et al. (2014), indicating that the range of γ-ray luminosities for novae is at least a factor of 10. If V959 Mon had been at a more typical distance for a nova (e.g., between 4 and 8 kpc), it probably would not have been detected by Fermi. Furthermore, the existence of one such low γ-ray luminosity nova indicates that there are likely many other novae with γ-ray emission that are undetectable simply due to their distance. In fact, it is possible that all novae emit γ-rays, but we only detect the most luminous and/or nearest of them.

The difference in the γ-ray luminosity between V407 Cyg and V959 Mon are likely due to the presence of wind from a giant companion in V407 Cyg while V959 Mon has a main sequence companion with no such wind. The dif-
ferences in luminosity between V959 Mon and V339 Del or V1324 Sco require a different explanation. However, it is well-known that novae have a large range in ejected mass and the ejecta velocities and these factors are likely to be important in determining their γ-ray luminosities. It should also be noted that the distances to the other Fermi-detected novae remain highly uncertain, and we suspect they are even more luminous than reported in Ackermann et al. (2014). We look forward to future work in determining better the distances to these and future novae, both with the techniques presented here and with the Gaia space telescope currently beginning its mission operations.
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